**SETUP NOTES:** Set paper targets to 4 feet high at shoulders. Shooting area is 8 feet wide behind 4-foot high barricade. Bars over port extend 2 feet. No-shoots behind Pepper poppers are to be set so the tops of the poppers are at the B-C scoring line of the no-shoots and centered behind the poppers when viewed from the shooting position. Set no-shoots 4 feet behind the poppers to allow poppers to fall.
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Ironsides

TGT  A  B  C  D  M
USE NUMBERS - NOT HASHMARKS
T1  2
T2  2
T3  2
T4  2
STL  4

TOTAL HITS  12
MAJ X5 X4 X4 X2 X-10
MIN X5 X3 X3 X1 X-10

STATS ONLY

MINUS PENALTIES OF
EQUALS TOTAL SCORE
DIVIDED BY TIME OF
HIT FACTOR =
(4 DECIMAL PLACES)

COMTOCK PENALTIES
PROCEDURAL (-10 EACH)
NO-SHOOT HIT (-10 EACH)

TIME

TOTAL TIME

SHOOTER NUMBER
Open Limited Limited 10 Production Revolver MAJOR minor

NAME_____________________________ USPSA ___________________

140